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Track Not Found, left to right, Grace
Tayler, Emma Thomas and Maisie
Bisson on stage at the Fermain
Tavern. (Picture by Tom Girard)

All-girl teenage three-piece Track Not Found are on the verge of recording their debut EP.
Colin Leach caught up with the band, who tell him: ‘adults like us more than kids do’

L

AST month I went along to the Vale
Castle to catch a few of the young
bands playing Sound Guernsey’s
summer event the day before the Vale
Earth Fair.
One of the bands I was interested in
seeing perform were three-piece Track Not
Found.
I had heard great things about them from
several people – one even commented that
‘they shouldn’t be that good, that young’.
Although drummer Emma Thomas was
absent on the day I saw them – ‘she’s enjoying
herself in Disneyland’ the band announced on
stage – Cosmic Fish’s Toby Beasley was ably
filling in on drums.
I was mightily impressed by their stage
presence, musical ability and quality of their
original songs – the only cover being Bath
Salts by Highly Suspect.
I met with the band a few weeks later to learn
more about how they got together and what
their plans are.
The band is made up of Grace Tayler on
guitar and vocals, Maisie Bisson on bass
and vocals, both 15, and drummer Emma
Thomas, 16. They are very much a product of
the under-18 gig promoters Sound Guernsey,
forming after meeting at a Sound gig in
February last year.
‘I knew Grace from school already’, said
Maisie.
The pair met Emma, who was playing in the
Bone Idols.
‘We all kind of had the same music taste,’
they say.
‘The first thing Maisie asked me was “do you
like Jack White?”,’ says Emma.
‘We’re quite eclectic with our music,’ says
Maisie.
‘You were into more heavier stuff’, she says
to Grace.
‘Nah, I was into K-pop (laughs). I was into a
lot of things.’
In terms of which instruments to play Maisie
said she picked up bass when she and Grace
decided to form a band.
‘I’ve been playing guitar since I was like,
nine,’ says Grace – ‘mainly Spanish, I hadn’t
played as much electric before. When I started
playing electric, a bit before the band started,
I got hold of my dad’s old one – it was hard to
get used to.’
The band are looking forward soon to
recording an EP with Apocalypse Studios
(Mikey Ferbrache and Pete Mitchell).
Three songs will appear on the EP, the
recording of which is funded by Sound.
I try to get the girls to name them but there
then ensues much debate over the songs’
titles.
‘Yeah, we don’t even know the name of our
songs,’ they joke.
I ask them if they have a name for the EP, cue
a lot of in-joke hilarity: ‘We were going to call
it ‘’From Marshmallows to Bankruptcy’’, or

‘’Nelson Mandela lives in the Castel’’, but it
will probably be ‘’The Only Way is Lost’’, like
lost tracks…’
Grace is the main songwriter in the band.
‘Grace will bring a song idea to the practise or
send it via WhatsApp,’ says Maisie.
‘I tend to write it on a guitar then get a
recording of it – sometimes I don’t have the
whole song,’ says Grace, who added that
the songs usually start off with a verse or a
chorus,
‘Or it’s usually more the tune – like, I won’t
have the lyrics so I’ll hum in the place I want
them to go. Or sometimes it starts off with
riffs. I think only one time has there been
lyrics first.’
I ask them who are their favourite local
bands.
‘Static Alice,’ says Grace.
Emma: ‘I really love Watercolour Matchbox.’
‘I love The Recks,’ says Maisie.
‘Jawbone,’ chorus the band.
‘Jawbone’s another favourite,’ says Emma.
‘I’d say more for the performance’, says Grace.
‘Like, I wouldn’t listen to them recorded.’
Which has been their favourite gig they’ve
played at so far?
‘The one before Chaos.’
‘We headlined Sound,’ said Grace – ‘and we’re
doing another one this Saturday,’ she says to
much excitement.
Emma says of the headline gig: ‘We got a
moshpit going – two at once, people singing –
it was nuts.
Grace: ‘One person in the middle not knowing
which mosh to get into – hah!’
So what current music are they listening to?
Emma: ‘I like Ghost.’
Grace: ‘Go to Maisie first.’
Maisie: ‘Erm… Royal Blood, a lot of the
Black Keys at the moment, and Jack White
(obviously) and all of his sub bands…’
‘Mclusky!’, shouts her mum from across the
room.

‘No!’ scream the girls.
Emma explains: ‘This guy at Chaos just
kept saying we sound like (three-piece posthardcore group) Mclusky.’
As for Grace? ‘Nothing I listen to is like our
music,’ and names artists such as Regina
Spektor and bands Apink and Sistar.
So what of their plans after recording, I ask
them.
The band says they want to play lots more
gigs and hopefully record an LP.
‘We’ve got a lot of songs – in fact I’ve got lots
up my sleeve,’ laughs Grace.
The girls say they hope to gig in the UK next
summer.
Emma: ‘If we can swim over’ (much
laughter).
Maisie: ‘When we get our album out well be
sending it out to our favourite musicians,
festivals…’
‘…and force it on people,’ says Grace.
I ask the girls what has been the feedback
from audiences.
‘Adults like us better than kids,’ says Grace.
‘Yeah, I think kids probably like us but they
just don’t tell us,’ says Maisie.
Grace: ‘Adults tell us what they think – like
they say we’re really original…’
Maybe the band have the tendency to scare,
with their style of scream?
Apparently one kid had to leave the Tavern
once as he found the band too much.
‘Yeah but we also have had five-year-olds
head-banging,’ says Grace.
‘We played a La Mare Primary gig,’ says
Emma. ‘Which was really fun.’
Maisie: ‘We did one of our heavier songs in
front of them and we had them…’
‘We had some time left the set and were able
to play one more song so we said should
we play the real screamo one or the age
appropriate one and we went for the screamo
– it was brilliant they loved it,’ says Emma.
‘Excellent taste in music’, they all laugh.
Track Not
Found, left to
right, Maisie
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Grace Tayler
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a Sound
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in February
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Secret
disco
returns
Billed as a night not miss for local techno and house
music fans, Secret Disco 2 welcomes electronica
pioneer Funk D’Void to the Fermain Tavern

T

ECHNO and house music fans
will be in for a treat next month
when three old friends unite for
the first time in Guernsey for
a dance event at the Fermain
Tavern.
Secret Disco 2 on Saturday 21 October
will be headlined by Barcelona-based DJ
and producer Funk D’Void, a pioneer of
electronica since the mid 90s.
Main support on the night will come from
former Guernsey resident Paul Loraine,
who has consistently played alongside
the headliner since also moving to the
Spanish city 10 years ago.
The gig is being staged by NuConcept
Promotions, the entertainment arm of
Guernsey hairdresser Andrew Wicks, who
used to DJ with Funk D’Void, aka Lars
Sandberg, in Glasgow in the 1990s, and
is a friend of Paul’s since childhood. The
visiting acts are billing it a night not to
miss.
Lars has a discography spanning 20
years including remixes of Underworld
and New Order alongside considerable
acclaim for his own compilations. He has
released music on all the major dance
labels including Soma, Bedrock, Octopus
and Cocoon. It will be his first visit to the
island.
‘I’m really looking forward to it, and to be
with close friends is an added bonus. I’m
staying a few days on the island so can’t
wait to explore what it has to offer.’
Used to playing venues far bigger than
the Tavern he said he was relishing the
prospect of a more intimate setting.
‘This is my favourite size of audience. I
love being inches away from the crowd,
and at face-to-face level. I get really picky

‘I’m really looking
forward to it, and to
be with close friends
is an added bonus.
I’m staying a few
days on the island so
can’t wait to explore
what it has to offer’
DJ and producer Funk D’Void,
aka Lars Sandberg
now with gigs and this is the template for
legendary nights.’
Paul said: ‘You don’t want to miss this
one, friends. For me Funk D’Void is in my
top three DJ’s and if you come to dance
with us you’ll see why.’
The packed line up will also see sets from
Andrew and fellow local DJs Oli Bolger
and Steven Field.
Andrew said: ‘I met Lars when we were all
just starting our journey with electronic
music and he was a master behind the
turntables and a great inspiration. He
has always been at the forefront of dance
music and it was a great honour to book
him to come to Guernsey and play for us
here.’
Not wanting to give too much away about
his set, Lars hinted on a retro vibe.

Today
u The Stereofonics at The Doghouse.
u Static Alice at The Vault.
u Tantale at The Rockmount.
u Stuck to the Ceiling at the Thomas De La Rue.
u Elevate at The Fermain Tavern, 3pm to 5pm.
u Elevate at The Fermain Tavern, 6pm until late
u Buff Hudd and Brunt at The Golden Lion - Action Aid
fundraiser.

Tuesday

gig guide
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u Open mic at the Cock & Bull hosted by James from 9pm.

Wednesday
u The Neale Packham Experience, at The Albion House
Tavern, from 9pm.

Thursday
u Open mic night at The Vault.
u Traditional Irish Session at The Cock & Bull, from 9pm.

Friday
u City Limits at The Doghouse.

Barcelona-based DJ and producer Funk D’Void, aka Lars Sandberg, will headline the event on
Saturday 21 October.

‘I do like re-visiting some of my old tracks
– it’s a game I like to play, remembering
which iconic tunes used certain vocal
snippets or stabs from hard-to-find classic
sample libraries.’
As for Paul, he said: ‘People can expect
new party beats from myself, my label
and of course upfront music from artists
around the world.’
Having had a busy summer playing
across Europe with his label Rhythm
Cult, he added that he loved coming back
to the place he was born.
‘This will be my fifth time back to DJ, and
to be able to bring Funk D’Void with me

to see the beautiful island and meet all of
my friends means everything to me.’
Andrew said the night will appeal to all
people from 18 to 50-plus.
‘We have had such a wide spectrum of
people at the last gig if was lovely to
see the mix of old and new all dancing,
smiling as one.’
n Doors open on night at 6pm.
Tickets can be purchased in advance for
£15 from www.nuconcept.gg/tickets or
in the town salon, located under Sarnia
Estates, and are also available on the
door.

Static Alice
play The
Vault tonight.
(Picture by
Tom Girard)

